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Abstract
SPring-8 Angstrom Compact free electron Laser
(SACLA) is now under commissioning operation, aimed
at the generation of a sub-angstrom free electron laser
(FEL). In order to ensure the stable FEL generation, nondestructive bunch length monitors utilizing coherent
synchrotron radiation (CSR), which were proposed to
indirectly observe bunch lengths from 10 ps to 30 fs, were
installed at each of three bunch compressors (BC1, BC2,
BC3). The CSR is detected by a pyroelectric detector with
a simple organic lens optical system. We examined the
CSR monitor at BC2, and measured the bunch lengths
using it combined with that of an rf deflector cavity. The
results indicated that the monitor enables us to measure
the sub-picosecond bunch length with a precision of less
than 10%.
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INTRODUCTION
SPring-8 Angstrom Compact free electron Laser
(SACLA) in Japan is now in a commissioning stage for
the X-ray SASE FEL generation. In the linear accelerator
of SACLA, an electron bunch is compressed from 1 ns, 1
A to 30 fs, 3kA by velocity bunching and three bunch
compressor chicanes (BC1,2,3) [1]. Rf accelerator
cavities before each bunch compressor give an energy
chirp along the bunch. Therefore, a bunch length at each
end of the BCs can be controlled by shifting the rf phase
of the cavities. In order to obtain a stable intensity FEL,
the stabilization of the peak current of the beam is
essential. To stabilize the peak current, the bunch length
should be monitored and the monitored results should be
fed back to the rf phase of the upstream accelerators of
the BC. The requirement to the bunch length stabilization
is less than 10% [2].
We have developed a bunch length monitor utilizing
coherent synchrotron radiation (CSR) generated at the
final bending magnet of a 4 bending magnets bunch
compressor chicane (BC). A prototype CSR monitor was
experimented at SCSS in 2010, and obtained a good

performance [3]. Based on the result, we developed an
improved CSR monitor for SACLA. The monitors
installed at the downstream of the last bending magnet of
the three bunch compressors, respectively, and were
commissioned. In this report, we explain a design, a setup,
and a commissioning result of the monitor.

OVERVIEW OF CSR MONITOR
Coherent Synchrotron Radiation
When an electron beam passes a bending magnet, it
emits synchrotron radiation. For the wavelengths of the
radiation longer than the bunch length, the radiation from
multiple electrons is in a coherent phase, and the radiation
power increases with square of the number of
electrons
[4]. The photon flux is expressed by
~
+
,
(1)
where
is the wavelength,
is the synchrotron
radiation flux from one electron.
is called the form
factor of an electron bunch shape, expressed as
≡

z ,

(2)

where
is the normalized longitudinal distribution of
an electron beam.
In Table 1, we tabulate typical parameters at the
individual BC sections where the CSR monitors are
installed. By using these parameters and the simulated
longitudinal distributions [5], we calculated CSR
spectrum by SPECTRA [6]. The result is shown in Fig. 1.
The results show that the cut off frequencies of photon
fluxes are 50 GHz at the BC1, 300 GHz at the BC2, and 2
THz at the BC3. The cut off frequency depends on the
bunch length, and the total CSR photon flux also depends
on the bunch length. Therefore, CSR intensity is sensitive
to the bunch length, and we can observe the variation of
the bunch length by measuring the CSR intensity.

Table 1: Parameters at the BC sections [5].
Section

Beam Energy

Magnetic
Field

Bunch
Length

BC1

30 MeV

0.044 T

~3 ps

BC2

403 MeV

0.184 T

~ 0.3 ps

BC3

1.40 GeV

0.291 T

~0.03 ps
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Figure 1: Calculated CSR spectrum at the BC sections by
using SPECTRA [6].
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Setup of Monitor
M

Detector Respoonse and Foocus

In Fig. 2, we represennted the view
w and schem
matics
layout of thee monitor. A perforated miirror is installled at
downstream of the last chhicane magneet, and reflectts the
CSR to the outside of a vacuum cham
mber. By an outer
refracting opptical system
m, the radiatiion is focuseed to
pyroelectric detector. In thhe following section,
s
we exxplain
the detail of components
c
o the monitorr.
of
The mirrorr inserted on a beam axis has
h a hole wiith an
inner diametter of 10 mm
m to non-desttructively passs the
beam. The suurface of the mirror
m
is coateed by gold in order
to ensure high
h
reflectiviity. By this mirror, the CSR
generated at the bendinng magnet is
i perpendicuularly
reflected.
The refleected radiation passes through
t
a quartz
q
viewport annd is focusedd on the dettector by usiing a
terahertz lenns (TSURUPIC
CA [7]). Because the refraactive
index of the lens in teraheertz frequencyy is equal to thhat of
l
case, we
w can easily align the opptical
the visible light
system by ussing a visible laser.
l
The focussed radiation is detected by
b a pyro-eleectric
detector whicch is SPH-60 of Spectrum Inc.
I [8]. The pyroelectric deteector generattes a voltagee proportionaal to
infrared lighht power, andd operates at room
r
temperaature.
The sensitivee area of the detector
d
to thee light is 2 mm
m×2
mm, and its detectable
d
freqquency is from
m 0.1 to 30 TH
Hz.
The teraheertz lens and the detector are
a displaced from
the height of
o a beam linne in order too reduce radiiation
damage, andd are enclosedd with a blackk case to reduuce an
environmental light.
To adjust the detector position
p
at thee focal point along
a
the optical axxis, the lens is
i mounted onn a Z-stage annd the
detector is mounted
m
on ann XY-stage. The
T acquired CSR
intensity dataa is periodicaally collected to the databaase of
SACLA by the
t data acquisition system (DAQ) system
m for
this monitor.

In Fig. 3, we shhow the typiccal output wav
veform of thee
detecctor with FEL
L lasing condditions. When injecting thee
CSR
R light into thee detector, the output voltag
ge rises withinn
2 mss. This pyroellectric detectoor characteristtic could be a
diffeerential functiion. Thereforee, we defined
d the peak-to-peak
k value of the waveform
w
as tthe CSR inten
nsity.

EX
XPERIMEN
NT AND RESULT
R

Figure
F
3. Wavveform of the ddetector outpu
ut voltage.
We
W searched the
t
focal poiint of the CSR
C
light byy
moving the heighht of a lens height and th
he horizontall
posittion of the dettector. As thee result, the sp
pot size of thee
lightt at the focal position wass circular and
d its diameterr
was about 2.5 mm
m (FWHM). T
This result indiicated that thee
radiaation can be almost
a
concenntrated on thee pyro-electricc
detecctor by the optical
o
system
m without disp
persion effectt
depeendent on lighht frequencies.

Cha
arge Dependdence
In
n order to ensure that thhe detector observed thee
coheerent radiationn, we measurred the chargee dependencee
of th
he CSR lighht intensity. The CSR in
ntensity as a
function of the beeam charge w
was observed,, as shown inn
Fig. 4, where the intensity wass proportional to the squaree
of a beam chargge. This tenddency betweeen the beam
m
charg
ge and the detected
d
intenssity is consisstent with thee
-dependence
o Eq. (1), i.e.., the monitorr observed thee
of
coheerent radiationn.

In this secction, we expllain the comm
missioning annd the
experimentall results of thhe CSR monitor at the BC
C2, as
one example.
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Figure 2: (Leeft) Set-up off the CSR moonitor instrum
ments at the BC
C2, and (Righht) their schem
matic layout. The focusingg
optical system
m and detectoor are installedd in the black case to reducee an unnecessaary light from
m the exterior.
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estim
mated about 14
1 fs, which aamounts to 5%
% of a 300 fss
buncch length (FW
WHM) at the F
FEL lasing co
ondition. Thiss
preciision is better than the requuirement to thee monitor.

Figure 4: CS
SR intensity att the BC2 as the function of
o the
beam charge.
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Bunch Lenngth Dependdence
To estimatte the sensitivvity of the CS
SR monitor output
o
to a bunch length
l
changee, we measurred the correllation
between a CSR
C
intensity value and a longitudinal
l
b
bunch
profile whichh was measureed by an rf deeflector cavityy (RFDEF) [9]. Thhe bunch lengtth was varied by the rf phasses of
S-band accellerators whichh control the energy
e
chirp along
a
the beam buunch at the BC2.
B
When thhe S-band rf phase
p
was shifted around a FEL
L lasing pointt, typical tem
mporal
profiles weree measured byy RF-DEF, as shown in Fig. 5.
The bunch length
l
(FWHM) was lineaarly changed from
200 fs to 4000 fs when the rf phase was shifted from -1°
- to
+1° relative to
t the FEL lassing point.

Figu
ure 6: Rf phasse dependencee of CSR inten
nsity at BC2.

SUMM
MARY AND
D OUTLOO
OK
We
W developed a non-destrucctive bunch leength monitorr
for SACLA,
S
whicch measures C
CSR intensity
y by using thee
refraacting optics system
s
and thee pyroelectric detector. Thee
detecctors were innstalled at thee downstream
m of three BC
C
sectiions, respectivvely. The obseerved charge dependence
d
off
CSR
R intensity at the BC2 show
ws the squaree dependence..
The measurementt sensitivity oof the CSR detector to a
buncch length was estimated to bbe 5% to a su
ub-picosecondd
buncch length. Thiis value is suffficient for thee requirementt
to staabilize the bunnch length within 10%.
In
n future, we will lunch uup the other bunch lengthh
monitors, and will develop a feeedback system
m to stabilizee
the bunch
b
length.
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